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Nifty Outlook 

On April 26, Indian equity indices concluded lower after a volatile session, ending a five-day winning streak as 

the Nifty dipped below the crucial 22,400 mark. The Sensex retreated by 609.28 points or 0.82 percent to 

73,730.16, while the Nifty declined by 150.30 points or 0.67 percent to 22,420. 

 

From a technical standpoint, profit booking is discernible in the Nifty from the 22,600 level, accompanied by 

significant volume, signaling a potential downtrend. A breach of the 22,500 level could propel the index 

towards 22,700 and 22,800 in the near term, while the 22,200 level acts as a key support level. The RSI's 

upward trajectory from oversold levels reinforces the bullish sentiment. 

 

In case of a pullback towards the 22,300-22,200 range, it presents a buying opportunity, supported by the 

presence of key daily moving averages within this zone. Analysis of Nifty Put options indicates substantial 

Open Interest at the 22,200 level, suggesting underlying support. Conversely, notable Call OI concentrations 

are observed at the 23,000 level. 

 

Traders and investors are advised to capitalize on buying opportunities during Nifty dips, with a prudent stop-

loss strategy below the identified support levels. 
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Bank Nifty Outlook 

The BANKNIFTY index concluded the trading session at 47574.15, marking a 2.04 percent decrease from the previous 

week's close, with a peak of 48255.50. On the weekly chart, Bank Nifty exhibits robust support near the 46500-46200 

levels. 

Additionally, Bank Nifty closed convincingly above its short-term (20-day), medium-term (50-day), and long-term (200-

day) Exponential Moving Average (EMA) levels on the weekly timeframe, indicating positive momentum as the Relative 

Strength Index (RSI) stands at 56.02. 

 

Looking forward, the index faces strong resistance near the 48600-48900 levels, nearing its all-time highs. HDFCBANK 

and KOTAKBANK are poised to drive upward movement in the private banking sector, with CANBK and SBIN 

showing potential outperformance in the coming week. 

 

Bank Nifty's put options are concentrated at 47000 and 47500, acting as support levels, while call strikes at 48000 and 

48500 exhibit significant Open Interest concentrations, indicating resistance for the current expiry. 

 

On the daily charts, subtle resistance is observed around 48200 levels. A sustained breach above this level could propel 

Bank Nifty to new all-time highs, with a primary target set at 49500. Traders and investors should closely monitor price 

movements around this resistance for breakout opportunities and assess upward momentum strength. 
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Ashok Leyland (Ashokley) has exhibited a notable technical pattern on the monthly charts, 

characterized by a 61-month Volatility Contraction Pattern (VCP) formation, culminating at the 145 

level in June 2023. Subsequently, the stock underwent a consolidation phase, forming a 9-month 

b a s e ,  e f f e c t i v e l y  t r a n s i t i o n i n g  i n t o  a  B a s e  o n  B a s e  p a t t e r n . 

In March, Ashokley experienced a significant price action event, as it cleared out weak long 

positions, resulting in the formation of a bullish hammer candlestick pattern. This pattern typically 

signifies a potential reversal of the prevailing downtrend and suggests bullish sentiment among 

market participants. 

Building upon this bullish momentum, the stock witnessed a follow-through move to achieve new all-

time highs in April, indicating a robust upward trajectory. The prevailing momentum suggests the 

potential for Ashokley to advance further towards the 240 level in the near term. 

A compelling trading opportunity is presented, with a recommended entry at the current market 

price (CMP), accompanied by a stop-loss order set below 165 on a closing basis. This stop-loss 

placement is essential for risk management purposes, safeguarding against adverse price 

movements and preserving capital in the event of unexpected market fluctuations. 

Traders and investors are advised to monitor price action dynamics closely and adjust their positions 

accordingly to capitalize on the anticipated upward momentum in Ashok Leyland. Additionally, 

adherence to sound risk management principles is imperative to optimize returns and mitigate 

potential losses associated with trading activities. 

ASHOKLEY 



NMDC 

NMDC experienced a significant technical development on the monthly charts, with a 

breakout from a 192-month box pattern occurring in February at the 195 level. 

Subsequently, in March, the stock retraced to retest the breakout level, followed by a fresh 

follow-through move in April, indicating renewed bullish momentum. 

 

Considering the technical setup, a buy opportunity is presented at the current market price 

(CMP) of 255, with a recommended stop-loss order set on a closing basis below 210. This stop

-loss placement is crucial for managing risk and preserving capital in the event of adverse 

price movements. The short-term target for this trade is set at 350, reflecting the potential 

u p s i d e  m o m e n t u m  a n t i c i p a t e d  i n  N M D C . 

 

Traders and investors should closely monitor price action and volume dynamics to validate 

the bullish thesis and adjust their positions accordingly. Additionally, adherence to risk 

management principles is essential to mitigate potential losses and optimize returns in line 

with the identified trade setup. 



Morepen Laboratories Ltd. (Morepenlab) is currently in the process of forming a significant 

technical pattern known as a 24-month Cup and Handle pattern. This pattern is 

characterized by a gradual accumulation phase followed by a consolidation period, forming 

the distinctive shape of a cup with a subsequent handle formation. The neckline of this 

pattern is identified at the 55 level.  

A breach and sustained trade above the neckline at 55 would signify a bullish breakout, 

triggering a sense of urgency among market participants, particularly bulls. Such a 

breakout typically indicates a shift in market sentiment, with buyers gaining dominance 

and driving prices higher. In the immediate term, this breakout is expected to propel 

Morepenlab towards its initial target of 75.  

Additionally, with a medium-term perspective, the pattern suggests a further upside 

potential, with a target projection set at 105. Given the significance of the breakout above 

55, traders may consider preemptive buying at levels around 51, anticipating the bullish 

momentum to accelerate. Furthermore, adding to positions on a close above the neckline at 

55 is recommended, aligning with the aforementioned price targets. 

 

Traders and investors are advised to closely monitor price action around the neckline level 

and subsequent volume dynamics to validate the strength of the breakout. Adherence to 

proper risk management techniques, such as setting stop-loss orders, is essential to 

mitigate potential downside risks and optimize returns in line with the anticipated bullish 

MOREPAN LABORATORIES 



Hindustan Oil Exploration Company Ltd. (HINDOILEXP) is currently exhibiting a bullish 

flat base pattern on its weekly charts, characterized by a well-defined trading range between 

140 on the downside and 240 on the upside. The immediate structure on the right side of the 

pattern appears extremely tight, indicating a potential buildup of bullish momentum and 

serving as a precursor to an anticipated breakout.  

Traders are encouraged to consider preemptive buying opportunities at the current market 

price (CMP) of 205, with the expectation of a breakout above the upper boundary of the 

range at 240. To manage risk effectively, a stop-loss order may be placed on an immediate 

basis, triggered by a close below 185. The initial target for this trade is set at the anticipated 

breakout level of 240.  

Upon the successful breakout above 240, signifying a structural breakout of the pattern, the 

price targets are revised upward, with potential levels extending towards 400. Traders 

should closely monitor price action and volume dynamics, particularly around the breakout 

level, to validate the strength of the bullish momentum and adjust their trading strategies 

accordingly. Proper risk management techniques, including the use of stop-loss orders, are 

essential to optimize returns and mitigate potential downside risks associated with trading 

HINDOILEXP. 

HINDUSTAN OIL EXP 
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